form following the general procedure of [1] , [2] . The matrix for a general inhomogeneous factor, say "(; '), for example, is Replacing each inhomogeneous factor, derivative operator, and field amplitude by the appropriate matrix, the overall SV matrix system may be found. For example, the first right-hand term of (1) is given by 0(j=r 2 )sD K 1="s D ' U = A 1;3
U where s and K 1="s matrices represent the factors s() and 1=("(;')s()), t . If the overall SV equation is truncated with jij I t and jmj M t , then A is a P t xP t square matrix with P t = 4(2I t + 1)(2M t + 1). The solution of the overall SV matrix solution is given by V (r) p = V p exp(qpr) where qp and V p (p = 1;111;Pt) are the eigenvalues and eigenvectors, respectively, of the SV matrix A. The overall field solution in the thin-shell region can be found by adding a linear combination of the Pt eigen solutions. For example the S (2) (r;; ') field is given by S (2) (r;; ') = i;m;p C p S imp exp[q p r + j(i + m')]
where S imp is the pth eigenvector component of S p in the overall eigenvector V p . By matching boundary conditions in each thinshell layer between r = a and r = b and using a cascade matrix analysis [1] , [3] , [4] , the layer C p coefficients from the innermost layer may be related to the Cp coefficients of the outermost layer. A Schelkunoff-Bessel-Hankel function spherical-vector potential approach is used to determine the EM fields in Regions 1 and 3. By matching boundary conditions at the Regions 1-2 and Regions 2-3 interfaces, the overall EM field solution of the system may be found. Reference [4] gives the detailed matrix processing used.
II. NUMERICAL RESULTS
We consider the radiation of a centered vertical dipole into an inhomogeneous Region 2 shell where " = " 2 + 1"(1 0 The four middle curves (unmarked solid lines) show the total power calculated at r = a and r = b when 1" = 1:8 (inhomogeneous shell) and when two different truncations I t = 3 and I t = 5 were used.
Convergence of the solution and power conservation are seen from the four curves. The two lowermost curves (dashed) shows the power of the lowest order n = 1 Legendre mode when I t = 3 and I t = 5 and when 1" = 1:8 (inhomogeneous shell). Fig. 1(b) shows plots of the higher Legendre orders n = 2;3;4;5. One clearly observes from Fig. 1 (a) and (b) that power is increasingly depleted from the lowest order n = 1 Legendre mode to the higher order Legendre modes n = 2;3;4;5 as the shell thickness b 0 a increases. In Fig. 1 (b) for b 0 a > 0:4 (rads) one even observes that power is depleted from the n = 2 mode into the n = 4;5 modes as b 0 a increases. REFERENCES [1] modeling the white space around the scatterer. A comparison of different kinds of conditions applied to nondispersive problems can be found in [1] , where the authors demonstrate that discrete first-order conditions provide good performances for this type of problem. Two modifications have been included to these conditions in this paper. The first change takes into account the fact that for small meshes, the wave reaching the boundary resembles a cylindrical or spherical wave more than a plane wave. This means that the field decreases with distance-a decrease not considered by the discrete conditions mentioned above. The second modification is the inclusion of a delay coefficient to adapt the pulse speed at the lines to the group speed and, thus, allow the conditions to be used in a SCNS mesh with arbitrary dimensions. Direct far-field calculation with the TLM method demands an extremely large mesh, which is usually prohibitive. Fortunately, the equivalence theorem allows the calculation of the far field starting from the tangential fields over a closed surface surrounding the body [2] .
RCS of Low Observable Targets with the TLM Method

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In [3] , the electromagnetic code consortium (EMCC) proposed a new benchmark of thin conducting scatterers for uniform validation of numerical codes. The objects are very thin plates and the illumination scheme is such that the electric component of the incident field is contained in the plane of the object. This means that when the incident field strikes the object, it only interacts directly with a very small portion of it; this benchmark, therefore, represents a very hard test for any numerical method.
The first object modeled in a TLM mesh is a very thin solid equilateral triangular plate with a side of 50.8 mm and a width of 0.8 mm. The plate is located in a z plane and excited with an Epolarized incident field illuminating the object from different angles ' i , as indicated in Fig. 1 . Available results from [3] range from 5 to 20 GHz; therefore, node size in the x and y direction is chosen to be 1.373 mm. The size for the z direction is 0.8 mm, i.e., the plate width. With these node dimensions, the triangle is 32 nodes high, one node wide, and its side is 37 nodes long. The mesh size is (80 2 75 2 40) nodes in each Cartesian direction. The plate is at a distance of approximately half its side away from the boundaries. Finally, a cubic surface surrounding the triangle with sides five nodes away from the triangle limits is used for calculating the equivalent currents. The RCS obtained with the TLM method for grazing incidence at the edge is mapped in Fig. 1 together with experimental and method of moments for polygonal plates (MOMPP) results [3] . TLM results have been computed for grazing incidence at side AB, i.e., 'i = 090
. It is clear from this figure that the agreement between the TLM and the experimental results is fairly good and is similar to that achieved by the MOMPP code. To determine the influence of the staircase approximation, the RCS for grazing incidence at side BC ' i = 30 has also been calculated and included in Fig. 1 . Despite the side being off axis and thus requiring a staircase approximation unnecessary for side AB, there is no significant difference in the two TLM results.
The second case studied is the RCS for the solid triangular plate when illumination grazes at the tip, i.e., ' i = 90 (plotted in Fig. 2 ).
Similar good behavior is again observed for the TLM and MOMPP results. Finally, to determine the capability of the TLM method to predict resonances, an equilateral triangular plate with a concentric triangular hole with sides of 2.54 cm has also been simulated for grazing incidence at the tip. The TLM, MOMPP code, and experimental results are plotted in Fig. 3 , which, again, shows similar good behavior for both numerical methods.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this letter, the TLM method has been applied to determine the RCS of low observable conducting objects proposed by the EMCC. Although the results are quite good, a certain frequency shift has been observed. The influence of the staircase approximation in this shift has been shown to be negligible by comparing numerical results obtained when illumination is grazing at two edges, an axis-oriented one and an off-axis oriented one. The frequency shift can be explained by the indirect and longer path followed by individual pulses at sharp edges and corners.
